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Ofverbergs Full graphic design for Ofverbergs Cafe, including logo, menu, and loyalty card.



Beanies Butters Logo and packaging for Beanies Butters, a range of homemade butters and 
spreads.



Evans & Lee Graphic design for Evans and Lee, building the website and collaborating on the de-
sign, including logo, website, and business cards.



Personal Branding Personal logo, business card, printed portfolio, CV, letterhead, and my 
website designed for both desktop and mobile screens.



Pixel Media A DVD case, along with a booklet and logo, designed for a promotional DVD, made 
from steel and painted to match the logo.



Heat Grenade The Heat Grenade is a portable induction cooktop designed for emergency surviv-
al kits, power cuts and small kitchens, the design was one of the top 25 finalists in 
the Electrolux Design Lab 2011 competition.



Perfume Bottle Rough Diamond is a perfume bottle designed to fit in with Diesel’s existing 
lines of perfume.



Digital Camera CAD Renderings of a digital camera designed to be as easy to use as possible, 
the casing is made of rubber for better durability.



Multi Muffler The Multi Muffler is a set of small speakers and a charging station designed for 
use in workshops, they use active noise cancelling technology to reduce back-
ground noise, replacing earmuffs in many situations.



Mouse Trap A flat pack mousetrap designed to be made from a single A4 sheet of corrugated 
cardboard and between two to four rubber bands.



Portable Radio A portable radio designed for gardeners, the image shows the radio in its three 
different positions. CAD models of tree and grass are from internet.



Flat Pack Lamp A flat pack lamp made from a single sheet of polypropylene, designed for use 
with energy saving lightbulbs.



Wingspan Outdoor living rooms, clotheslines and walkways become all weather 
experiences with this retractable cover that uses rain sensors to 
automate the operation.



Photography Various photos taken with a DSLR camera and edited in Adobe Lightroom.



CAD Rendering A kitchen modeled in Rhinoceros 4.0 and rendered in Vray for Braveheart 
Furniture Ltd. It was used to visualise the design before finalizing the details.



CAD Rendering A view of the Kings Plant Barn Howick Giftroom, modeled in Rhinoceros 4.0 
and rendered in Vray. Done to help visualise the final layout and design before 
work began.



Sketching Various sketches, all done by hand in a range of media, including marker, pastel, pen and 
coloured pencil.



Rendering Various renderings, all done by hand in a range of media, including marker, pastel, pen 
and coloured pencil.



Presentation Presentation boards showing finished designs produced in Adobe Photoshop.



Model Making Several models in progress, made from various materials and using different pro-
cesses to create finished models and mockups.



Digital Rendering Several renderings done in Adobe Photoshop, using a Wacom Intuos 3 
tablet and mouse.
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